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Spring Back, or Spring Broke? Our Monthly Survey
of the Economy, Interest Rates, Markets and Sectors

The market has created lots of sound and fury year-to-date, generating returns that
amount to pretty much nothing. Sector leadership has been as volatile as…well, take your
pick among commodity prices, currencies, interest rates, and bullish/bearish sentiment.

All this furious-but-fruitless action will be even more worrisome if it does not re-
solve into a spring-time recovery in the stock market. As in 2014, the year opened with
once-strong economic series sliding lower. While economic activity remains at relatively
high levels, continued downtrends in key economic series will call market valuations into
question, particularly with the bull market being six-plus years old and showing its age. A poor
earnings season would be a double-whammy that could lead to a summer of discontent.

THE ECONOMY, INTEREST RATES, AND EARNINGS
The final revision to 4Q14 GDP confirmed the so-so 2.2% growth rate from the prelimi-
nary report, which was down from the 2.6% advance report. Performance in 4Q14 marked
a big step-down from average 4.8% growth for the middle quarters of 2014. While 4Q14
was so-so, the bigger growth challenges appear to be taking shape in the first half of the
current year.

During 4Q14, the consumer ruled while businesses took a step back. As the dollar
strengthened, capital spending slowed; and the strong dollar and oil-price plunge rippled across both imports and exports.

Real personal consumption increased by a healthy 4.4%, up from 3.2% in 3Q14. Real non-residential fixed investment grew
4.7%, about half the third-quarter growth rate; and spending on equipment was up less than a percentage point, after surging 11%
in the third quarter. In contrast to 3Q14, when imports barely grew, imports in 4Q14 jumped 10.4%, more than double the growth in
exports. Plainly, cash-flush consumers were buying like mad, while dollar-impacted exporters were struggling to sell goods overseas.

Net imports took a percentage point from growth. Real gross domestic purchases, which measures purchases by U.S.
residents regardless of where the goods were produced, increased a healthy 3.2% in 4Q14. Government also subtracted from GDP
growth, as the 7.6% federal spending decline more than offset 1.6% growth in state and local.

For all of 2014, GDP grew 2.4%, compared to an increase of 3.1% for 2013. Remember that 2013 began with a benign
winter, unlike the business-crimping winters of 2014 and now 2015. Prices remained constrained; the price index for gross
domestic purchases increased 1.1% in 2014, versus 1.3% in 2013.

Trends affecting GDP growth and economic data in 4Q14 are still very much in play in 2015. The Street has grown very
cautious about 1Q15 GDP growth, partly because of strong dollar impacts and the weak Energy sector — but also because of
transitory impacts from harsh winter weather. The first release of 1Q15 GDP is due 4/29/15, and the consensus is growing
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increasingly gloomy. In addition to the hard winter impacts
that slammed the first quarter of 2014, this year we have to
contend with shrinking energy employment and lost over-
seas competitiveness. At the same time, the gloomy con-
sensus may not have fully factored in the impacts of the
revitalized consumer. We will maintain our full-year 2015
GDP outlook in the 3% range and adjust as needed as the
data begins to flow.

Bonds yields have moved sharply downward in just
the past month in response to worsening economic data and
the feeble nonfarm payrolls number for March. For the past
year or more, the only consistent thing about bonds is their
instability.
The 10-year yield, which had climbed back up to 2.25% as
of early March, is now down below 1.9%. While volatility
in the long bond is constant, the movement in two- and five-
year yields is a sign of concern about the economy and a bet
on rate timing.

Late in 2014 and into early 2015, the middle of the
yield curve had decoupled from the long end based on what
seemed at the time to be the increasing likelihood of a mid-
year rate hike. Investor expectations for a rate increase are
being pushed out from June to September, and that is caus-
ing yields in the middle of the curve to also move down.
The two-year yield has gone from 0.75% to 0.49% in just
one month, while the five-year yield has fallen to 1.29%
from 1.69% only one month ago.

A year ago at this time, yields were also moving down,
following the unexpectedly prolonged winter and signs of
consumer exhaustion in housing and discretionary spend-
ing. This time around, the consumer appears to be in good
shape; the housing economy seems to be rousing from its
winter hibernation, based on pending home sales and the
Case-Shiller index; and vehicle sales, while down from peak,
are still trending at high levels.

Still, there are many more factors at play in bond prices
than the U.S. economy. The QE program now underway in
the Eurozone is pushing sovereign prices higher and sover-
eign yields lower. The better-balanced U.S. budget reduces
the need for Treasury issuance, while geopolitical uncer-
tainty keeps safe-haven demand at a high level. Factoring
in all these inputs, and also weighing the sometimes opaque
issuances by Fed member and governors, we still believe
the U.S. Federal Reserve is on track for its first quarter-
point rate hike at mid-year or possibly soon after. But we
are expect a very go-slow approach to additional hikes, with
the fed funds rate highly likely to end 2015 still below 1%.

During March, we reduced our 2015 S&P 500 earn-
ings forecast to $126, from an earlier $131. While we had
been modeling 9% year-over-year EPS growth from 2014,
we now look from growth in the mid-single-digits or some-
where in the 6% range.

The winter weather played a negative role in first-quar-
ter earnings, in our view. But most of our reduction in fore-
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cast full-year EPS relates to the strong dollar and its im-
pacts on currency repatriation and weakened competitive
position for U.S. multinationals. The weak Energy sector is
also playing a role

While we have cut our expectations, the consensus
view is more dire. Both analysts and top-down strategists
have been cutting expectations based on fears that the strong
dollar and weak Energy sector results will combine to drive
earnings lower year-over-year in 1H15 and potentially for
the full year.

We think the too-gloomy consensus EPS forecast re-
flects misconceptions about our most-important trading part-
ners. The dollar index of major trading partners (MTP), up
over 20% since late 2014, is dominated by the euro and yen
— even though together the Eurozone and Japan make up
23% of our trade. The Other Important Trading Partners
(OITP) dollar is up less than half that amount, but the cur-
rencies represented in OITP represent up to half of our trade.

Loss of competitive positioning is a negative. Euro-
pean and Japanese trading partners, bedeviled for too long
by an over-strong currency, should begin to enjoy increased
business activity as a weak-currency benefit. Additionally,
while counting the negative from double-digit declines in
Energy sector earnings, the consensus may have failed to
account for the beneficial effects of cheap oil and gas, which
is reducing costs and helping purchasing power for both
consumers and businesses across a multitude of sectors.

We expect EPS growth to be somewhat back-loaded
in 2015. Off this reduced base, we look for EPS growth of
10% for 2016, to the $139 range. Our 2016 forecast could
be negatively impacted the timing of Fed monetary policy,
particularly if the Fed raises rates frequently and in half-
point chunks. Still, we think our earnings growth forecast
can withstand up to two percentage points of higher rates,
given the current level of zero.

DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL MARKETS
We mentioned last month that we have been seeing some
style changes that could be meaningful were they to con-
tinue across the full year. Growth stocks, up 3% year to date,
are widening their advantage over value stocks, which are
now down 0.6% this year. That reverses the multi-year trend
of value stocks outperforming growth stocks, as measured
in the Wilshire indices.

Another big change is the bounce-back by the Russell
2000, which is the top-performing index with a 4.6% year-
to-date gain. A year ago at this time, the Russell 2000 was
pacing the broad market. But by year-end 2014, it deeply
lagged the S&P 500.

On the flip side, the DJIA is barely above break-even
and lagging the broad market. If rates continue to rise, in-
vestors may gravitate toward the bluest of blue chips, on
the perception that the financially strongest companies will
outperform less-seasoned companies that may have relied
on cheap credit for their growth. But this has proven to be a
chimerical hope in recent years. And with the multination-

als in the S&P 500 struggling with strong dollar, blue-chip
underperformance may be preordained this year.

The bond market is almost exactly where it was a year
ago, holding a gain of just under 2%. With the beginnings
of the Fed rate-cycle imminent, we see risks that bond re-
turns could swing to negative in the next few months.

It is not easy to draw firm conclusions about the year-
to-date market. Among the top sectors, leadership is fairly
evenly divided between defensive sectors such as Healthcare
(up 5.5%) and Telecom (up 3.3%); and risk-on and eco-
nomically sensitive sectors such as Consumer Discretion-
ary (up 5.3%) and Materials (up 1.5%).

The bottom of the heap similarly lacks a clear theme.
Utilities are the worst performer in the year to date, with a
4.8% decline; that actually represents about a 200-bps re-
covery from where the Utility sector was a month ago. Also
lagging is Energy, which has come back by 100 bps in the
past month but is still down 2.5% year to date.
The middle tier sectors include Technology, Consumer
Staples, Financial Services and Industrials.

On a year-over-year basis, the biggest changes are in
Utilities, which were up in double-digits one year ago; and
in Consumer Discretionary, which was down in mid-single-
digits at month-end March 2014. While it may seem sim-
plistic to attribute these twin reversals of fortune to the single
factor of plunging energy prices, it does seem to be that
simple and singular.

Given the frequent and sometimes violent changes in
sector leadership across the past four to six quarters, inves-
tors may want to position their portfolios for ongoing vola-
tility via a counter-market rebalancing strategy. Another strat-
egy for unsettled market weather is to own the financially
strongest names in each industry.

The general trends reshaping sector distribution within
the S&P 500 remain largely the same. These forces include
a multi-year rise in Healthcare weighting that puts it near
the top of its five-year range, and the nearly one-year-long
shrinking in the Energy sector that puts it near the bottom of
its five-year range.

As an equity investment class, Healthcare has ben-
efited from three significant positives: it is defensive, as
everyone requires healthcare; its economy-sensitive, as ris-
ing consumer utilization of discretionary healthcare is highly
positive to industry incremental margins; and it has a major
policy tailwind in the form of the Affordable Care Act. As
of March 2015 month-end, Healthcare represented 14.9%
of the total S&P 500 sector weight, compared with a five-
year range of 9% to 15%.

While everything is working for Healthcare, nothing
is going Energy’s way. As an investment class, companies
in the sector face a growing supply pool that will likely grow
bigger once Iran resumes legal oil exports. For the first time
ever, demand is being reduced not by economic weakness
but by the efficiency of energy-consuming devices, from
hybrid cars to smart homes. Dollar strength weighs on all
dollar-denominated commodities, but has been particularly
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Like the Sword of Damocles, the below-consensus
March non-farm payrolls report hung over the market dur-
ing the three-day holiday weekend. Investment bulls, who
blame the prolonged winter weather for impacting the sea-
sonally-adjusted jobs tally, were hoping that investors would
be distracted from recent soft economic data by the pending
1Q15 EPS reporting season. Bears were sharpening their
claws, arguing that too few analysts have fully priced in
currency challenges related to the sharp dollar spike in 1Q15.

If you look in the dictionary under “inconclusive,” you
might see the year-to-date chart for the S&P 500.  It is pos-
sible, however, to read good things in the chart — particu-
larly if you dial it back to the mid-October low of 1,862 on
the S&P 500. Off that low, the index climbed steadily to
2,075 on 12/5/14, before a quick plunge to 1,973 on 12/16/
14. Following that, we had higher highs at 2,091 (12/19/14)
and 2,117 (3/17/15). The S&P 500 also had higher lows at
1,973 (1/15/15), 1,995 (1/30/15), and 2,040 (3/11/15).

Bears will point out that the index has broken its
higher-highs pattern with the lower high of 2,108 on 3/20/
15. Bulls will counter that the market put in a higher low, at
2,056, on 3/26/15. In other words, a “megaphone” shape in
building, which can be a danger or an opportunity, but is
always interesting. In our view, earnings can’t come soon
enough to dispel the gloom of the March jobs report.

But end of day, as we inch closer to midyear and the
first potential fed rate hike in eight years, the “bad is good”
calculus seems to have come back into play. Investors who

panned the weak March jobs number on April 3 cheered it
on April 6, reasoning that a series of weak data points would
push the Fed’s first rate hike back to fall or even winter.

Given that Yellen & Co. seem to be making it up as
they go along (ignoring former lines-in-the-sand such as a
6.0% unemployment rate), we will avoid drawing clear con-
clusions from a single piece of data. But in any event, the
bad-is-good rally in the first trading session after the pay-
rolls release landed the S&P 500 at 2,080, which was shy of
the previous high at 2,086; the high before that at 2,108;
and the high before that at 2,117. The megaphone composed
of lower highs and higher lows is taking shape nicely in an
ever-tightening range.

If the market is looking for all this drama to play out,
the 2,073 level on the S&P 500 is as good a place as any.
On 4/6/15, the descending 20-day trendline on the S&P 500
ran into the ascending 50-day line right at 2,073.

Normally, this kind of negative cross-over would be
technical bad news, at least for a little while. From 12/5/14
to 2/5/15, the S&P 500 engaged in a choppy range-trade
from 2,080 to 1,990, during which the 50-day twice fell down
through the 20-day simple moving average. The market did
break the range’s upper bound in February; but by early
March, the megaphone began to take shape. All of this is
contributing to the feeling that something’s gotta give.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research

TECHNICAL TRENDS COMMENTARY

brutal for oil given the supply-demand mismatch. As of
March 2015 month-end, Energy represented 8.0% of total
S&P 500 sector weight, compared with a five-year range of
8% to 14%.

Technology is another sector undergoing a weighting
shift that appears to be more structural and secular than cy-
clical. Information Technology has expanded 1.2 percent-
age points year over year to 19.7% of S&P 500 weight, and
is pushing against the upper bound of its five-year range of
15%-20%. Other sectors that are slightly smaller than they
were a year ago (Industrials, Financial Services) or slightly
bigger (Consumer Discretionary) appear to be subject to
cyclical rather than structural forces.

The U.S. is the biggest and strongest nation in the
world, a bulwark for multinational earnings, and the engine
that pulls the global economy. From a stock market per-
spective, however, the U.S. this year is looking like the little
caboose. Mature economy stock markets (including the
Eurozone, Japan, the UK and the U.S.) are up an average
7.8% in local currency year to date. Among that group, the
U.S. S&P 500 is up a puny 1.2%.

The mature economy basket is doing about the same
as the BRIC basket, which is also up 7.8% year to date.
Russia and India are out in front, while China and Brazil are
laggards. Resource economies are up about 8% year to date.

CONCLUSION
With the Boys of Summer swinging their bats on Opening
Day, it is hard to stay gloomy in the spring air. But for the
stock market to get back to its winning ways, everyone in
the lineup has to pull their weight.

The economy must demonstrate that it was on winter
break, not preparing for cyclical hibernation. Publicly traded
companies must demonstrate that the flexibility in their op-
erating models, forged in the crucible of recession, will en-
able them to deliver EPS beats amid currency and commod-
ity challenges. And the consumer may need to spend some
of those cheap gasoline dollars, hoarded in savings over the
cold winter, on spring finery and even houses and cars.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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ARGUS RATING SYSTEM
Argus uses three ratings for stocks:  BUY, HOLD and SELL.  Stocks
are rated relative to a benchmark, the S&P 500.

A BUY-rated stock is expected to outperform the S&P 500 on a
risk-adjusted basis over a 12-month period.  To make this determi-
nation, Argus Analysts set target prices, use beta as the measure
of risk, and compare risk-adjusted stock returns to the S&P 500
forecasts set by the Argus Market Strategist.

A HOLD-rated stock is expected to perform in line with the
S&P 500.

A SELL-rated stock is expected to underperform the S&P 500.
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Stock From To Change
Priceline Group Inc PCLN  - BUY 4/6/15

BB&T Corp BBT   - BUY 4/8/15

Catamaran Corp CTRX  BUY HOLD 4/8/15

Stock Raised to BUY

Symbol On this date

Priceline Group Inc PCLN  4/6/15

BB&T Corp BBT   4/8/15


